How to reach us

Directions: KWS in Einbeck

Via Car
Address for navigation systems:
- KWS SAAT SE
- Grimsehlstr. 31
- 37574 Einbeck
Take the A7 Autobahn Hannover-Kassel to the Northeim-Nord exit. Turn onto the B3 towards Einbeck. Exit the B3 at the Gewerbegebiet Ost. Then, in front of the Aral gas station, take the first right (KWS is signposted). At the next traffic light turn left (Grimsehlstraße). KWS will be on the right hand side.

Via Train
The nearest train station is Einbeck-Salzderhelden. From there it’s just a few minutes bus or taxi ride to KWS.

Via Plane
The closest airport is Hannover-Langenhagen (airport code HAJ). For international flights the Frankfurt am Main airport is also recommended in combination with a connecting flight through Hannover or an approximately three hour train ride to Einbeck.

Contact
If you have any questions, please contact the KWS Visitor Service.

Andrea Giesel
+49(0) 55 61 / 311-219
andrea.giesel@kws.com

Maike Grüning
+49(0) 55 61 / 311-298
maike.gruening@kws.com